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Bolter Field Training Checklist

Meyvn Global | 1

Please put a check mark  in the appropriate box:

Trainer Name:__________________________Trainee Name:_________________________ 

Crew:_____________________ Date: ___/ ___/ ___ Employee #:_____________________

Trainee Signature:___________________________________________________________

  Trainee has completed the health and safety class associated with this equipment. 
  Has read and understands the policies, procedures, and safe operations of this equipment.
  Trainee has all necessary qualifications to operate any equipment needed for the job.
  Trainee obtains locations to bolt.
  Trainee acquires and understands approved bolt standards per heading.
  Trainee acquires necessary bits, swellex seals, and/or tools to perform the job.
  Trainee understands the lock out tag out policy related to mobile equipment.
  Trainee has necessary PPE to perform the job (including dual hearing protection).

    Preparation and Planning1
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  Inspecting work area before beginning equipment inspection.
  Checking condition of scaling bar and scales down as required.
  Inspecting for unstable ground conditions from station to equipment parking location.
  Inspecting for cracks in the shotcrete.
  Inspecting for areas that require rehab, notes it on inspection card, and reports it to the shift supervisor  

     or lead miner.
  Inspecting for misrounds/misfires and live explosives.
  Wetting down back, ribs, and roads in accesses if required.
  Inspecting for low hanging, damaged, or leaking utilities.
  Inspecting vent bag and vent tube for damage.
  Fire extinguisher location, usage, and equipment fire procedures.
  Knowing the locations of the nearest escape ways to the level above and the level below as well as  

 the nearest refuge chamber or shaft stations, and evacuation procedures.

  Ensuring chocks are in place and all four stabilizer jacks are on the ground before starting inspection.
  Inspecting equipment for damage and reports damage immediately to supervisor or lead miner before  

 operating equipment.
  Ensuring the strobe light is working.
  Ensuring that reflective tubes are on the equipment in the event that the strobe light fails to function or  

 for demarcation of trailing cable.
  Checking all the hoses for fraying or ware check fittings, and hydraulic connections for leaks.
  Checking air cleaner utilizing the air filter restriction indicator.
  Checking air cleaner ducts and boots for damage or cracks and loose fittings.
  Checking engine fluid levels (coolant, transmission, engine oil, and fuel).  
  Rechecking Transmission fluid with the engine running and when transmission oil is warm.
  Checking belts, check engine mounts (where visible).
  Checking under equipment for oil puddles or signs of leakage.
  Checking driveline bolts where visible (Understands the use of chocks and/or articulation lock before entering articulation).
  Wheels, wheel nuts, wheel seals, and tire damage.
  Drilling hydraulic tank level.
  Compressor clogging indicator.
  Filling rock drill oiler reservoir.
  Air/water separator (Dewater).

   Work Area Inspection

Perform Pre-Operation Inspection

2

3
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  Air/water supplies and y-traps.
  Inspecting cable reel and hose reels (check motor oils when applicable).
  Ensuring that the cradles guide shoes are correctly positioned and tightly in place.
  Ensuring that the feed rails are in good condition and free of dirt which could obstruct the drilling and  

 bolting movements (wash them if necessary).
  All the rails nuts must be properly tightened.
  Checking condition of pulleys and cables.
  The drills must be correctly fastened on their cradles and their screws and nuts must be tightened.
  Checking that nothing obstructs the rotation of the carousel.
  Checking and grease all pins and pulleys.
  NOTE: The hoses must be kept under the protection of their spiral sheath (hose wrap).
  Not greasing the turret rails.
  Ensuring the operator’s compartment is clean and free of obstructions (especially in and around controls).
  Knowing the location of fire suppression actuators, how to check fire suppression system and how to  

 operate it.
  Knowing how to check hand held fire extinguishers and how to operate it.
  Understanding that the tag must be legible on all hand held fire extinguishers.
  Making sure the lights are all working and are cleaned off.
  Completing pre-operation inspection and card is completed properly.
  Informing dispatch of equipment engine hours, operators name, equipment number, and destination.

Perform Pre-Operation Inspection (cont.)3

  Understanding use of proper three points of contact at all times.
  Understanding to always use proper footing.
  Knowing areas where pinch points are located and use of articulation locks or chocks   

before standing in the area.

  WARNING: Always make sure before starting the engine that there are no unauthorized   
persons in the danger areas around the machine and that no controls are in operating position.

  WARNING: Always make sure before starting the engine that there are no unauthorized  
persons in the danger areas around the machine and that no controls are in operating position.

 Mount and Dismount Machine

 Demonstrate Starting the Engine

4
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  If the buzzer sounds while the engine is running, a caution light turns on to inform you about the  
 problem (See: paragraph 3.3 page 32).Stop the engine an notify maintenance.

  Tramming oil level caution light
  Engine temperature caution light
  Engine oil pressure caution light

Demonstrate Knowledge of the Warning Lights6

  Turning the batteries master switch to the ON position
  Rotating the selector switch 1 to the left in Diesel position, the right in electric position.
  Making sure the tramming direction switch 2 is in the center in neutral position.
  Turning the tramming light switch 3 to the right
  Rotating the speed selector 6 to the left in low speed position (turtle).
  Sounding the horn 4 to inform everybody of your intention to start the engine
  Depressing the starting button 5.  Do not run the starter longer than 10 seconds at a time. 
  Waiting for the starter to cool down before new starting attempt (10 seconds).
  If the horn is inoperable have it fixed do not operate until it is fixed.
  Making sure the back up alarm sounds and is clear (you and others can hear it).
  Checking steering.
  Ensuring that the gauges are working.
  Performing all brake tests according to manufacturers specifications (park, service, & emergency).
  Checking all machine functions (raise, and lower the booms, test roll over function, test feed, telescope function, etc…)

 Identify the Electric Switches7

Tramming Controls

  1 - Tramming Control Panel
  2 - Steering Wheel

  3 - Cable Reel Control Valve
  4 - Emergency Stop Button 
  5 - Stabilizers and Canopy Control Valve

Identify the Tramming Controls8

  Put the engine in idle position and check the tramming charge pressure gauge 1, it must show a  
 minimum of 12 bar.

Demonstrate Knowledge of the Tramming Charge Pressure9
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Emergency /Parking Brakes

  Pull = Brake Released: 1
  Push = Brake Applied: 2
  Ensure that the red button of the brake valve is in the “BRAKE APPLIED” position.
  To activate the brakes, push the red button.
  WARNING:  Memorize the location of this brake valve in order to be able to activate it rapidly in case  

     of emergency.

Demonstrate the Use of the Tramming Controls10

  Apply the brakes by depressing the red button.
  Select one tramming direction, turn the tramming direction switch 2.
  Slowly push the accelerator pedal A until the engine reaches full RPM.
  Read the tramming high pressure, the gauge  should show 400 bar, no wheel must turn.   

 WARNING: if the wheels turn, do not use the machine and inform a responsible person immediately.

Emergency /Parking Brakes

  Emergency / Park Brake Push Button: EP
When tramming in emergency situation:

  Release  the accelerator pedal
  Depress the emergency /parking brakes red button

  WARNING:  The machine is featured with safety brake system that applies the brakes  
 automatically when there is a sudden drop in  
 the pressure of the braking circuit.

  As the machine may come to an abrupt halt, the operator must be correctly seated and attentive at all times.
  TRANSPORTING PASSENGERS AND STANDING UP WHILE TRAMMING IS STRICTLY FORBIDEN.

Demonstrate Emergency/Parking Brake Test11

Note:

  1 - Boom extension must be fully retracted.
  2 - Boom must be in line with the “machine AXIS.
  3 - Lower the turret and boom as far as possible
  WARNING:  Trainee understands that while tramming never to swing the boom. Swinging the  

 boom while tramming, increases the chance for tipping. Refer to speed limits (See: paragraph 4.4  
 page 48 in Manufacturer Operators Manual)

Demonstrate Machine in Tramming and Parking Position12
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  The trainee does not allow other personnel to stand in the area shown beside the machine.

DANGEROUS AREAS:

  5m toward the front end of the turret and 5m backward the rear end of the carrier.
  Area between the machine and the side wall of the drift.
  Never allows riders on any part of the machine.
  Always sounds the horn before starting the engine.
  The trainee is attentive and stops the machine if a person is in the dangerous area.
  Keeps hands, arms, legs and head completely inside the tramming compartment.
  Ensures that the machine is in perfect operating condition.

Demonstrate Danger Areas While Tramming13

  WARNING: Always ensures free access to the emergency stops.
  WARNING: Checks the operation of the emergency stops prior to using the machine.
  Understands that when any of the emergency stop buttons is depressed, the Diesel engine and all  

 power packs stops at once.

Locate and Identify the Emergency Stops14

Tramming Control

  1 - Tramming Control Panel
  2 - Steering Wheel
  3 - Cable Reel Control Valve
  4 - Emergency Stop Button 
  5 - Stabilizers and Canopy Control Valve

Demonstrate the Use of the Tramming Controls15

Tramming Control Panel

  1 Engine Starter
  2 Horn
  3 Alternator Caution Light
  4 Forward/Reverse Tramming Lights
  5 Electric/Diesel Selector Switch

  6 Forward/Reverse Tramming Direction
  7 Slow/Fast Tramming Speed Selector Switch
  8 Emergency Stop Button
  9 Buzzer Caution Device 
  10 Main Caution Light 
  11 Fuel Level Gauge 

Identify Components of the Tramming Control Panel16
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Cable Reel Control Valve

  Position N:  Neutral, Free Unreeling
  Position A:  Unreeling with Cable Tension
  Position B:  Cable Reeling

Stabilizers, Canopy And Boom Supply

  1 Front left outrigger.

  2 Front right outrigger.

  3 Rear right/left jacks.

  4 Supplies oil pressure to boom valve (for maintenance use only while diesel engine is running).

  5 Telescopic canopy.

  6 High pressure cleaner.

  Pushing the levers to bring the stabilizers in contact to the ground.

  Pulling the levers to retract the stabilizers in tramming position.

  NOTE: retract the rear stabilizers first when tramming is needed.

  Extending the front stabilizers first for parking and drilling.

Foot Pedals

  Pedal A: Diesel accelerator.

  Pedal B: Tramming control.

  NOTE: to stop the machine or to reduce the speed in a decline, release first the accelerator  

 pedal and, if needed, push the tramming control pedal.

Identify:Cable Reel Control Valve, Stabilizers, Canopy, Boom Supply, Foot Pedals17
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  Headlights must be on at all times in the direction of travel.
  Headlights must be left on at all times if equipment is moving and shut off only after it is stopped and/or  

 giving the right of way to others.
  Safe distance between vehicles.
  Visually inspects area before entering any cross cut, access ramp, shop, drift, or other area.
  Understanding that you must have a spotter and permission to enter the shop.
  Understanding the visibility aspects of machine.
  Understanding to not allow personnel near machine when operating.
  Knowing the mobile equipment right of way policy and that pedestrians and emergency vehicles have  

 the right of way at all times.
  Selecting the proper gear and speed for safe travel. 
  Selecting same gear for down grade as would be required to travel up the same grade.
  Avoiding shifting gears while on a grade.
  Operators are responsible to maintain control of equipment at all times.

  Uses proper fall arrest and/or protection while servicing.
  Tops off necessary fluid levels.
  Never operates equipment with low fluid levels (transmission, engine oil, etc.).
  Lubricates proper grease fittings.
  Understanding fuel bay, and fueling procedures.
  Demonstrates knowledge of spill clean up procedures.
  Demonstrates knowledge of spill reporting procedures.
  Understands that if leaving the machine unattended (out of the line of sight) the master switch  

 must be turned off.

  Knowledge of the ramp block light system.
  Trainee knows and understands emergency block light signals and procedures for emergencies.
  Understanding pedestrian procedures.
  Trainee understands that he/she must stop for all pedestrians at all times unless given a signal to  

 continue by the pedestrian.

Demonstrate Machine Tramming

Demonstrate Proper Pre-Operation Servicing 

Demonstrate Knowledge of The Ramp Block Light System

18

20

19
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  Knowledge of materials required for full shift.
  Properly loads supplies.
  Using proper lifting techniques, and is aware of slip, trip, and fall hazards.

  Hookup and check electrical connections.
  Tests power before tramming to face. 
  Let out cable as drill trams toward face.

  Inspecting heading before tramming bolter to the face.
  Entering work area slowly and cautiously.
  Checking condition of scaling bar and scales down as required.
  Checking and make sure previous rounds are properly supported.
  Never places equipment or personnel under unsupported ground.
  Inspecting to ensure wire is no more than four feet off of the sill and addresses rehab issues.
  Inspecting for backfill cold joints in the back and understands what they are.
  Inspecting for baskets in the wire and knows how to remove and repair them.
  Inspecting for cracks in the shotcrete.
  Inspecting for unstable ground from access to face.
  Demonstrating ability to scale from supported ground toward unsupported ground demonstrating  

 ability to check rock competence and bar down material on back and ribs.
  Inspecting for misrounds, misfires, and live explosives.
  Wetthing down back, ribs, and roads as necessary.
  Knowing proper fire extinguisher and suppression usage methods.     
  Knowing the locations of the nearest escape ways to the level above and the level below as well as  

 the  nearest refuge chamber or shaft stations, and evacuation procedures.                                                                           
  When inspection is complete operator enters work area slowly and cautiously with equipment.
  Trainee completes the 5- point inspection card.

Can Prepare and Load Supplies Onto Bolter

Demonstrate Proper Machine Set-Up In Heading

Demonstrate Preliminary Heading Inspection

21

23

22
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  Place the machine lengthways of the drift at an equal distance from the sidewalls for optimum bolting  
 range and machine stability.

  All outriggers are to be in contact with the ground with enough pressure to lift the carrier weight off of the tires.
  Inspect trailing cable for cuts, exposed wires, and damage.
  Hang cable properly to keep it from getting hit or when water is present to prevent electrical shock.
  Knows to never touch the cable while it is energized.
  Understands to use demarcation poles or barricades when cable is hung so that it blocks access to a crosscut.
  When access to the crosscut is necessary the cable should be hung from the back using cab hooks  

 and a scissor deck.
  Blow out hoses before connecting to drill to prevent contaminating the systems.
  Inspect water hose, and air hose for damage and/or leaks.
  Repair b/o hoses with proper banding tools.      
  WARNING: The drilling compartment must never go beyond the safety roofbolted area.
  The operator must forbid anyone from being in the non roofbolted and hazardous areas. 
  If there is a need for maintenance or repair, move the machine back into the already roofbolted area.

Demonstrate Proper Machine Set-Up In Heading (cont.)23

  Place the stabilizers (front outriggers first, then rear jacks) firmly on the ground. For optimum stability, do not  
 over-lift the chassis. 

Demonstrate Proper Use Of Stabilizers24

  During bolting operation, trainee never allows personnel to stand in the area between the operator  
 compartment and the zone being bolted.

  Trainee understands and demonstrates by their actions that the machine should never be in an area  
 that has not been carefully scaled.

Identify Danger Areas When Bolting25
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  A: Drilling controls.
  B: Boom controls.
  D: Drilling/bolting controls.
  IC: No utilized.
  G: Pressure gauges.
  S: Switches.

  L: Air-oil drill lubrication sight glass.
  V: Water flushing valve
  W: Warning light: indicates a lack of air or water  

 pressure.
  K: Control knob.
  ES: Emergency stop

Identify Components Of Drilling Compartment26

Identify and Demonstrate Boom Controls27
LEVER 1

  PUSH the lever: boom down.
  PULL the lever: boom up.
  RIGHT: boom swings to the right.
  LEFT: boom swings to the left.

LEVER 2

  PUSH the lever: boom extended.
  PULL the lever: boom retracted.
  RIGHT: boom roll-over rotates to the right.
  LEFT: boom roll-over rotates to the left.

LEVER 3

  PUSH the lever: bolting turret tilt position low.
  PULL the lever: bolting turret tilt position high.
  RIGHT: turret swings to drilling position.
  LEFT: turret swings to bolting position.

LEVER 4

  PUSH the lever: bolting turret advanced.
  PULL the lever: bolting turret retracted.
  RIGHT: carrousel rotation to bolt loading position.
  LEFT: carrousel rotation to initial loading position.

LEVER 5

  NOT USED

  1 - Turret tilt
  2 - Boom extension
  3 - Boom lift
  4 - Turret roll over
  5 - Feed extension
  6 - Carrousel bolt
  7 - Boom swing
  8 - Turret position (Bolt and drill position)

Demonstrate Boom Movements28
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LEVER SH1

  PUSH the lever: Handler boom tilt downward.  
  PULL the lever: Handler boom tilt upward.
  RIGHT: Handler swings right.
  LEFT: Handler swings left.

LEVER SH2

  PUSH the lever: Handler extended.
  PULL the lever: Handler retracted.
  RIGHT: Screen release.
  LEFT: Screen grip.

LEVER SH3

  PUSH the lever: Handler rotation upward.
  PULL the lever: Handler rotation downward.
  RIGHT: Not used.
  LEFT: Not used.

Identify and Demonstrate Screen Handler Controls29

Identify Drilling/Bolting Controls30
  Drilling/Bolting controls 

LEVER S

  PUSH the lever: Not used.
  MIDDLE position: Drilling mode.
  PULL the lever: Bolting mode.

LEVER R

  PUSH the lever: Reverse rotation.
  PULL the lever: 

  Drilling rotation (drilling mode).
  Bolting rotation  

(if bolt rotation needed according to bolt type).

LEVER P

  PUSH the lever: 
  Not used (in drilling mode)
  Resin mixing rotation  

(in bolting mode if needed according to bolt type)
  PULL the lever: 

  Normal percussion (drilling mode)
  Split set percussion (bolting mode) 

     (if bolt percussion needed according to bolt type)

LEVER P

  PUSH the lever: 
  Not used (in drilling mode)
  Resin mixing rotation (in bolting mode if needed  

                                                          according to bolt type)
  PULL the lever: 

  Normal percussion (drilling mode)
  Split set percussion (bolting mode) 

     (if bolt percussion needed according to bolt type)

LEVER F

  PUSH the lever: Reverse feed.
  PULL the lever: Feed forward.
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  Always bolts the back first, then the ribs.
  Bolting per minimum ground control requirements.                                                                                                     
  Using additional bolts as ground conditions warrant.
  Demonstrating safe productive use of all controls and machine functions.
  Always reloads carousel while under supported ground.
  Changing drilling/bolting methods for changing ground conditions. 
  Keeping wire mesh panels positioned correctly and tight to the back and ribs.
  Bolting with wire to the face and to within four foot of sill.
  Understanding swellex bolt pressures should never fall below 300 bar and never be more than 320 bar.
  Operator knows how to “mud” a hole, when conditions warrant or how to get a clean hole for bolt installation.
  Advancing drilling/bolting efficiently and safely, never advances to second wrap until first wrap is  

 completed (back & ribs).
  Understanding long bolt standards for intersections and demonstrates how to install long bolts (12’ and/or 16’).
  Installing utility hanger plates in every round as needed.
  Understanding hazards associated with cold joints in backfill.
  Knowing how to identify a backfill cold joint.
  Understanding procedures for supporting a cold joint.
  Demonstrating ability to change bits, and installs correct bit for bolt size.
  Demonstrating proper use of wire handler
  Never allows personnel to access area in front of the cab while bolting.
  Demonstraing knowledge of e-stop procedures, proper use of the e-stop, and how to reset the e-stop  

 to continue bolting.
  Give quality shift report to dispatch with supply count, heading status, and conditions (hazards encountered if any).

  Trainee properly washes machine at the end of shift. Ensures cuttings and debris are washed off of  
 boom and wire handler.

  Greasingnecessary grease points for oncoming shift.
  Loading carousel for oncoming shift.
  Filling rock drill reservoir. 
  Ensuring operator’s compartment is clean and all trash or debris is disposed of properly.
  Demonstrating proper electrical shut down procedures.
  Properly disconnects air and water and properly hangs hoses on the rib.
  Properly positions booms for tramming.
  Demonstrating proper spooling of trailing cable.
  Properly disconnects trailing cable from jumper and secures jumper so that it won’t be hit by other  

 equipment (uses demarcation poles when necessary). 
  If leaving the machine in the current heading the master switch must be turned off at all times when  

 out of the line of sight. 

Demonstrate Drill and Bolt Task   

Demonstrate Demobilization         

35

36
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  Ensuringparking brake is set.
  All outriggers are to be in contact with the ground with enough pressure to lift the carrier weight off  

 of the tires.
  Booms are placed in a safe and proper position as to not be hit by another piece of equipment.
  Wheels are chocked to prevent movement.
  Master switch is turned off at all times when the machine is out of the line of sight.
  Demarcation poles installed 15’ from equipment when strobe light is inoperable.
  Informing dispatch of operators name, equipment number, equipment engine hours, and  

 parking location.

Demonstrate Parking of Machine in a Safe Area    38

  Completing post operation inspection.
  Inspecting for and reports any damage to shift supervisor or lead miner, and shop personnel.
  Documenting end of shift hours on equipment card.

Demonstrate Post Operation Inspection  39
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For more information about Meyvn Global visit 
Website: www.MeyvnGlobal.com or contact us at:
chat@meyvnglobal.com  or  800.757.6692

Contact us TODAY!

http://www.Nordgold.com
http://www.Nordgold.com
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